Bus flow maps

The following maps show the peak-time frequency of buses throughout the district both before and after a 40 per cent reduction in bus volumes, and proposed peak-time frequencies of buses in the area in future.

Also included is a map to show the number of buses that would operate throughout the area in future, and the routes these buses would take in the district.
Bus frequencies in the Oxford Street district before TfL's 40 per cent reduction in bus volumes

Key:
- Grey: Bus flow
- Red: Bus flow offline

Note: The bus frequencies shown are for peak periods. The bus flow is lower at other times of the day and overnight.
Bus frequencies in the Oxford Street district after TfL’s 40 per cent reduction in bus volumes

Every 1 min per direction
Every minute northbound
Every minute southbound
Every 2 mins per direction
Every 30-45 secs per direction
Every minute

Note: The bus frequencies shown are for peak periods. The bus flow is lower at other times of the day and overnight.
Note: The bus frequencies shown are for peak periods. The bus flow is lower at other times of the day and overnight.
Map showing the number of buses operating per hour in the peak periods through the Oxford Street district.

Note: Bus flow figures are for peak periods. Bus flow is lower at other times of the day and overnight.